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Thanksgiving without the spouse

By WHITNEY PIPKIN
Staff Writer

When my husband ended up deployed overseas with the Navy for our first Thanksgiving
as a married couple, I wasn’t sure what to expect. My Thanksgivings had always included
lots of family and gluttonous amounts of food — but I couldn’t make it home to Kansas
for such a quick holiday weekend.
Thankfully, I wasn’t the only one facing a Thanksgiving without my spouse.
Thousands of military couples spend their holidays apart each year, with husbands or
wives deployed far away. The spouses at home work to keep family traditions alive while
they, too, are living sometimes thousands of miles from their own families.
But it’s not as bad as it sounds. Turns out, there was a handful of other wives in my
group of friends whose husbands were deployed last Thanksgiving, too.
Throughout the year we wives serve as makeshift extended family to each other —
bringing food when someone’s sick, going shopping together, watching each others’ pets
when someone’s on a trip — so coming together for what is usually a family feast seems
natural. As Proverbs says, “better a neighbor nearby than a relative far away.”
The other “single spouses” and I started talking and it became clear that a “girls-only”
Thanksgiving was in order. After all, no one wants to eat — or make — a turkey all by
themselves. Our husbands would be taken care of overseas, where most bases go to great
lengths to serve a traditional Thanksgiving meal in the mess hall. And they seemed wellfed — though jealous of our homemade feast — when we talked to them at various times
that day.
The group of us began exchanging emails in early November last year about who
would bring the mashed potatoes, the stuffing and turkey, the desserts and wine.
Feeling confident, I volunteered to make the turkey. I’d helped with the bird before and
figured I could follow a recipe as well as anyone.
On Thanksgiving Day, I pulled my turkey out of the fridge early. The recipe I chose
(see the recipe on Page D1) required me to — as Paula Dean would put it — “get
friendly” with the turkey.
Cultivating the bird’s moist flavor comes from shoving thick pats of sage butter
between the skin and meat — a concept I understood only after my mother made me get
elbow-deep in the turkey the year before.
But once the bird — dressed with bacon and dripping with maple syrup — emerged

from the oven hours later, it was worth the effort.
The other gals labored all day over each of their favorite Thanksgiving dishes, from
hashbrown casserole to grandma’s turkey gravy.
My other contribution was the sweet potato casserole. If I had nothing but my family’s
sweet potato casserole — with crunchy brown sugar topping, no marshmallows — I
would be set for Thanksgiving.
The recipe is so simple and I’d made it so many times before that I waited prepping for
it until late the night before. It wasn’t until I cut the “sweet potatoes” that I realized what
Northwest grocery stores call sweet potatoes are actually called yams, at least where I’m
from. So, like a true Thanksgiving novice, I made a late-night trip to the grocery store
right before it closed.
There were many other firsts — and mishaps — that Thanksgiving, but we didn’t care.
There were no in-laws to impress and no grandmothers to tell us our gravy was too thin.
This year, my husband will be home for Thanksgiving — so I’m extra thankful! We
plan to get together with a hodgepodge of military couples and singles who are sticking
around.
Oh, and I’m making the turkey again.
Happy Thanksgiving!

Last year, I put together this turkey, with a sage butter stuffed between the bird’s skin and meat, and stuffed
with a carmelized onion and cornbread stuffing.

